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Rob Rants 

 

 Delivering Your Portfolio From The 
Bond-age 

The Fixed Income crash is reaching biblical proportions.  

What to do about it. 

 

 
 

If you have a large chunk of your portfolio (or that of your clients) invested in bonds, the end of last week was indeed a 
“Good Friday.” That’s because the bond market was closed, so you couldn’t lose any more of the money you may never 
have expected to lose in the first place. You see, sometimes, in this crazy modern investing world, where cryptos and 
NFTs and meme stocks and Elon Musk continue on as if the party will never end, the inevitable has actually occurred in 
the bond market: near-zero rates, a Fed with no way out, and investors who still think bonds work like they used to, finally 
conspired to crack the fixed income market.  



Some of us have been pointing out the risks for years. But risk does not equal “will happen right now.” Risk is about what 
could happen. And risk-management is about preventing the worst outcomes. There was a lot of risk to manage in regard 
to how investors use bonds as part of an overall asset allocation plan. In Sungarden’s world, bonds have been largely 
absent from our model portfolios for the better part of a decade, a period during which the 10-year US Treasury rarely 
crossed above 3%. To us, bonds are past tense. They have been reduced to trading tools via ETFs, during the brief periods 
where the secular rise in interest rates takes a break. And as for Corporate and High Yield Bonds, be they in longer-term 
form or in Bank Loans, Preferred Stocks and the like: it’s the same answer from us. Bond investing is, as one market 
commentator recently put it, “return-free risk.” 

This past weekend, I was sharing the annual Passover Seder meals with my friends and family, recounting the story of 
how the Jewish nation was set free from bondage at the hands of the ancient Egyptians. I pondered that biblical miracle 
(see the movie “The Ten Commandments” for the parting of the Red Sea, the 10 Plagues and more on that). Somewhere 
between the 3rd and 4th cups of wine (as my friend noted, it’s written right into the Passover story, so it’s basically a 
commandment!), I started staring at the word used to describe the hardships they suffered: bondage. 

Naturally, I had to translate this to my native language: investing. As it turns out, we investors and financial advisors have 
had our own bond-age. It was the 40 years from about 1980-2020, when interest rates on US Treasury Bonds went from 
the teens to about zero. This screwed up everything for folks in retirement, and especially for those planning to retire in 
the foreseeable future.  

But we can’t control what happens to the bond market. We CAN control what we do to adapt. Instead of trying to flock to 
the many “golden calf” investments that purport to be “bond substitutes,” here is the bottom-line about delivering yourself 
from the bond-age: 

• Embrace tactical management. The markets move at a greatly increased speed. That means renting more and 
owning less (i.e. shorter holding periods). And if you think that produces “tax-inefficient” returns, contact me and 
I’ll explain why that’s simply not the case. 

• Expand your opportunity set. To replace what bonds used to do for investors, you can’t just add more to stocks, 
find other types of bonds, or hide in cash. You need to consider a wider variety of “offensive” and “defensive” 
investments. We find that ETFs offer that type of breadth, which is why we gravitate to those in our model 
portfolios. 

• Listen to the market. Technical analysis used to be considered akin to voodoo. But today, so much money is 
invested according to price patterns, indexes, algorithms, and everything other than “fundamental value.” So, 
unless your time horizon is very, very long, the best way to stay in sync with reward and risk is to learn more 
about how charting works. I’m not talking about the stuff that some analysts make look like Egyptian 
hieroglyphics. It can be a lot simpler than the flashy chart-wielding salespeople would have you think. 

After a holiday weekend for so many, the markets appear ready to remind us that not only is the bond-age over, the stock 
market is vulnerable too. That pairing has not hit us since most of us were either kids or not even around. It requires more 
than just thinking history will repeat itself. If you’re an advisor, it’s going to take some work. But the path to the 
proverbial land of milk and honey is there. Go after it. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chart Me A Story 

 

 

The 60-40 Portfolio Has Crashed. Does Anyone Notice? 

 

 

This iShares ETF (symbol AOR) is a good proxy for the classic "60% stocks and 40% bonds" portfolio. And as you can 
see, if you had invested in it at the market bottom in 2020, your 1-year return would have been over 40%. If you had 
invested in late 2021, your next 12-months return would have been a hefty 20% or so. But, as so many have, you bought 
into the mantra of 60/40, despite all of the signs of headwinds in bonds, and now stocks, too. Over the past year, you 
would be down over 2%. As you can see, this tends to happen pretty often. This is just one time period, but it speaks to the 
many issues that old-style asset allocation has.  



 

Alternative Energies 

 

 

When someone asks you if you own "energy" or "oil" in your portfolio, it’s a more complex question than it may seem. 
Because if we "drill down" (pun intended), we see that different segments of the energy sector, while all driven to some 
degree by the price of oil, can be very different. This is the case with many sectors, and why today's markets require more 
digging than in the past to extract what you really want, in terms of reward potential and risk you take on.   



 

 

 

Is Your Financial Planning Software Lying To You? 

 
 

 

 

 

Financial planners using tools to generate return expectations for clients may want to check this out. This is the 10-year 
return of the Aggregate Bond Index, including income, over the last 25 years. Our question: how many retirees are 
operating under the assumption that their bond investments will pay 5-8% like the financial plan says? With rates this low, 
and likely headed higher, that math just doesn't fly anymore. This should be a wakeup call to financial advisors: find 
another way.  

 
  



Strategy Report 

Investment Climate Indicator™ (ICI) 

Sungarden's proprietary measure of investing RISK. Investing offers potential reward, but at what cost? 

 

 

Current Reading: Stormy 
 

ROAR Score™ 
Investment strategy is a constant tradeoff. How to balance reward and risk boils down to how you position your 
portfolio across the spectrum of Offense vs. Defense (investing to grow what you have vs. avoiding big loss). 

We refer to this spectrum as ROAR: Return Opportunity And Risk. Each week, we express our opinion about 
what the current market environment is favoring across those competing approaches. 

 
ROAR CHARTS Position (0-100 scales, 50 = "normal" positioning) 

Defense/Offense (lower= more defensive) 20 

 

 

  



Market Outlook Factor Overview (MOFO)™ 
With all the noise out there, what should investors focus on now? This MOFO aims to figure that out! We think 

these are the 10 factors most likely to impact investors’ portfolios in the intermediate term. We update the 
rankings each week, based on our opinion. 

This Week 
Ranking Factor Comment 

1 Inflation  It’s here. The bond market cares and now stocks do too.  

2 Fed Policy  Powell announced 1st rate hike.  Let the market obsession begin! 

3 Short-Term Bond Rates Rising very fast, doing the Fed's work, and causing market stress 

4 Corporate Earnings   Q2 reports could be the final straw for a nervous, hopeful market 

5 Market Sentiment January lows could be the final stand for long-time stock bulls 

6 Market Breadth Breadth is narrowing…because nearly all sectors falling 

7 Economic Growth Consumer Sentiment at a historically risky area 

8 Russia/Ukraine One of many market overhangs, but far from the only one 

9 Hidden Leverage This is the type of environment where financial blowups happen  

10 Equity Valuations  Been high a long time, will matter eventually 

Notable up movers from last week 

Notable down movers from last week 

 

Weekly Summary 

Just one change this week, but it’s a big one. Corporate Earnings goes from the outhouse to, well, closer to the 
penthouse. That's because the technical signals we see warn of more declines in the broad stock market, across 
nearly all sectors. But why? All it would take is for corporate earnings to disappoint at an aggregate level. 
Earnings are what investors have clung to while many other signs pointed to recession and bear market long ago. 
Are earnings the last stand? We'll find out very soon. 

Honorable Mention: these are not in the top 10, but are worth keeping an eye on 

China aggression Military ops ramping up, could Taiwan be a crisis center? 
Changing nature of work/work 

force Voluntary retirements plus a labor shortage and skills gap 

Retail Investors The masses have arrived. Will they stay? 

US Debt/Tax Policy Congressional infighting, inaction always a risk 

 



 

S&P 500 X-Ray™ 
For risk management, we think asset allocation is over-rated, and technical analysis (charting price patterns) is under-

rated. Rob Isbitts applies his more than 40 years of charting experience to set S&P 500 Index risk ranges for 3 different 
time frames. Updated each week. 

 

S&P 500 closing price on 4/19/22 = 4462 

 
 Top Range Bottom 

Range 
Implied 
Upside 

Implied 
Downside 

 

Short-Term 4,800 3,700 8% -17%  
Intermediate-
Term 

4,800 
 

3,200 8% -28%  

Long-Term 5,000 2,000 12% -55%  

 

Take Away 
 
We would have called this the "bonds are crashing" issue of our weekly letter. But then we'd have to 
do that every week. Because that is what's happening before our eyes. The Fed's trapped, leveraged 
investors are trapped, and we've gone way beyond the stage where "buy the dips" is the automatic 
winner it has been for so long. It had to happen eventually, and it’s happening. But rather than fret 
about it, this is a time to exploit it. As we've said for years, the way you take on a bear market is 
through tactical management, expanding the set of investments you consider to fill your portfolio, and 
letting the market tell you it’s story (which it does through how security price patterns evolve). We 
should probably repeat that message every week. And maybe we will. 

 

  

Disclaimer 
The material on our website is for informational purposes only. We are not asking you to buy or sell a security and are not offering 

you investment advice. Information on our website is believed to be reliable. Please understand it is not guaranteed. Past performance 
is not a guarantee. It is also not a reliable indicator of future results. Investing means taking risks. You may not use any part of our 

website without asking us. You need our written permission. 
Sungarden Investment Publishing, LLC provides links for your convenience to websites produced by other providers or industry 

related material. Accessing websites through links directs you away from our website. Sungarden Investment Publishing, LLC is not 
responsible for errors or omissions in the material on third party websites, and does not necessarily approve of or endorse the 

information provided. Users who gain access to third party websites may be subject to the copyright and other restrictions on use 
imposed by those providers and assume responsibility and risk from use of those websites.   

Information about your visits to our website: We store records of the activities on our sites in our web server logs, which automatically 
capture and save the information electronically. The information we collect helps us administer the site, analyze its usage, protect the 

website and its content from inappropriate use, and improve the user’s experience. 



 
See our Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy on the website. 

Copyright © 2022 Sungarden Investment Publishing, LLC. All rights reserved. 
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